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Advisor Corner

We hope you enjoy our
newsletter. Please e mail any
topics you would like us to cover
in a future newsletters, feel free
to contact us.  We welcome your
referrals.  Please share our
newsletter with your family &
friends.

We are now offering Securities
through Western International
Securities, Inc.  E.A. Horwitz, LLC
D/B/A Horwitz & Associates and

Western International Securities,
Inc. are separate and unaffilated
entities.

2013 Market Performance
01-01-13 to 5-31-13

DJIA ^DJI  Up 15.35%
S&P 500 ^GSPC Up 14.34%
NASDAQ ^IXIC  Up 14.45%
Russell 2000 ^ RUT Up 15.87%

* Index performance does NOT
include fees
Source: http://finance.yahoo.com

Understanding Risk Tolerance and
Risk Capacity

When determining an appropriate asset allocation
mix, it is important to consider not only one’s risk
tolerance, but also one’s risk capacity.

An investor’s risk tolerance refers to his or her aversion
to risk, while an investor’s risk capacity relates to his or
her ability to assume risk. Sometimes, an investor’s
risk capacity and risk tolerance do not match up. If an
investor’s capacity to take risk is low but the risk
tolerance is high, then the portfolio should be
reallocated more conservatively to prevent taking
unnecessary risk. On the other hand, if an investor’s
risk capacity is high but the risk tolerance is low,
reallocating the portfolio more aggressively may be
necessary to meet future return goals. In either case,
speaking with a financial advisor may help to
determine if your risk tolerance and risk capacity are in
sync.

E.A. Horwitz LLC
Ed@Horwitzadvisors.com

GAH@Horwitzadvisors.com
(224)-632-4600
www.Horwitzco.com
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What You Need to Know about Health
Savings Accounts

Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) are growing in
popularity, and more companies are offering them to
their employees. Many people, however, are confused
about what these plans are and when it is appropriate
to take advantage of them.

What Is an HSA? Health Savings Accounts were
created by a provision in the Medicare Prescription
Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003
and signed into law in December of that year. The
purpose of creating the accounts was to provide a way
for Americans to prepare for future medical costs and
lower their health insurance premiums by switching to
higher-deductible medical plans. Employers can
establish plans for employees, and HSAs are also
offered by banks, credit unions, insurance companies,
and other approved companies.

In 2013, an individual can contribute up to $3,250 to
an HSA, while families can contribute $6,450. People
over 55 can also make a catch-up contribution of
$1,000.

What Type of Tax Benefits Does an HSA Offer?
Personal contributions offer participants an “above-the
-line” deduction, which allows them to reduce their
taxable income by the amount they contribute to their
HSA. Participants aren't required to itemize their
deductions to realize this benefit.

If your employer offers a “salary reduction” plan (also
known as a “Section 125 plan” or “cafeteria plan”), you
can make contributions to your HSA on a pre-tax
basis. However, the “above-the-line” deduction is off
limits for those who elect to contribute on a pre-tax
basis.

If you are self employed, you cannot contribute to an
HSA on a pre-tax basis. However, you can contribute
with after-tax dollars and take the above-the-line
deduction.

Who’s Eligible? In order to be eligible to contribute to
an HSA you have to be covered by a high-deductible
health insurance plan. "High-deductible" is defined as
a deductible (where you pay the first dollars for

medical service out of your own pocket) of $1,250 or
higher for singles and $2,500 or higher for families.

In order to be eligible to contribute to an HSA, you
cannot be 65 years of age or older. People 65 and older
can maintain an HSA established prior to age 65, but
they can no longer make contributions into it.

An HSA cannot be established for those eligible to be
claimed as a dependent on another person's tax return.
Also, if you are covered by another health insurance
plan (such as a spouse's), you are not eligible for an
HSA.

If you die and have money in an HSA, your spouse
can use the account as if it were his or her own. If you
are not married, the account can pass to a beneficiary
but will no longer be considered an HSA and will be
taxable to the beneficiary. If your estate is the
beneficiary, the value of the HSA will be included on
your final income tax return.

Making Withdrawals from Your HSA: Withdrawals
made from your HSA are tax-free if used for qualified
medical expenses. The same things you can deduct on
Schedule A are considered medical expenses for
HSAs. For more information on exactly what
qualifies, see IRS Publication 502: Medical and
Dental Expenses.

If you don't need to withdraw the funds from your
HSA, you can let your contributions grow over time
tax-free (similar to IRA accounts). HSA contributions
grow on a tax-deferred basis. Moreover, unlike flexible
spending accounts you may have used in the past,
HSA contributions are not “use it or lose it.”
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A Do-Over for Social Security
Benefits

The decision about when to take Social Security
benefits might seem to revolve around longevity: Take
them sooner if you're not healthy; wait if you're
healthy and both your parents lived into their 90s.
However, forecasting your life expectancy is far from
easy. Moreover, there are plenty of other complicating
factors to consider, such as whether you have a spouse,
his or her age and level of earnings, and how long you
plan to continue working.

The decision about when to take Social Security isn't
irrevocable. By taking advantage of a provision in the
Social Security system, you can begin taking Social
Security as soon as you're eligible, but at some point
cease taking benefits, pay back the IRS the money
you've already received, then begin taking Social
Security later at a higher rate. The later you begin
receiving Social Security, the higher the payout will be
throughout the rest of your life. But successfully
employing such a strategy isn't failsafe, so it pays to
fully understand the implications before availing
yourself of this option.

Here's an example of the do-over provision in action.
A man who has retired from a position that paid
$100,000 per year could earn a monthly benefit of
$1,600, not including cost of living adjustments, if he
began collecting Social Security at age 62. At age 70,
he could withdraw his application for Social Security
benefits, and repay the benefits he had received to date
(approximately $154,000, plus any COLA (cost-of-
living adjustments) and Medicare premiums deducted
from ages 65 to 70). After that, he could restart
benefits at a new, higher level of $2,800 per month. In
so doing, he'd net 42% more per month than the
monthly benefit he received from age 62 to 69. He
won't owe any interest when he pays back the
$154,000 to the government. He could also recoup
much of the taxes he had paid on those benefits by
filing an amended tax return.

But there's a risk. Just like the individual who starts
collecting benefits at age 70, the do-over person needs
to have longevity on his side. If the individual dies
shortly after restarting benefits at his new, higher rate,
he would forgo nearly all of the Social Security
benefits that were available to him. So, in a way,

employing the Social Security do-over requires
successfully guessing your own longevity almost as
much as picking a single date to begin collecting Social
Security. The key difference is that by age 70, you're
likely to have more clues about your health in your
senior years than you did when you were 62.

The healthy and wealthy will tend to be the best
candidates for a Social Security do-over. First, the
healthy part: As with delaying receipt of Social
Security, the do-over option is going to be most
palatable for those with longevity in their families.
And you'll also need to have a fair amount of liquid
assets to employ this strategy, because you'll need to
pay back the past benefits to the government in a lump
sum. Thus, this idea is best suited to young, wealthy
retirees who don't need their Social Security benefits
to fund living expenses; they could invest the Social
Security checks that they receive from age 62 to 70,
pocket that interest and then pay the government
back.

Individuals who began taking benefits early but want
or need to head back to work may also be good
candidates for a Social Security do-over. That's
because your benefits will be docked if you're not yet
of normal retirement age and your earned income rises
above a certain threshold.

Couples may also benefit from this move: If an
individual restarts Social Security benefit collection at
a higher rate later in life but proceeds to predecease his
or her spouse, then the spouse will be eligible for a
higher spousal benefit than would be the case if both
spouses began collecting Social Security at a relatively
young age. However, please consult with a financial
and tax professional to ensure this strategy is suitable
for your specific situation.
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Social Security for the Self-Employed

If you thought that running a successful business on
your own was hard enough already, think again. As a
self-employed individual, defined by the IRS as
someone who operates a trade, business or profession,
(either by yourself or as a partner), you are required to
pay self-employment tax as well as income tax. Self-
employment tax consists of Social Security and
Medicare taxes, similar to those withheld from the pay
of most wage earners.  Failure to comply with IRS
regulations may result in your business operations
being jeopardized. The following are a few key facts to
keep in mind:

1. The Social Security tax rate for 2013 is 15.3% on
self-employment income up to $113,700. Should your
net earnings exceed $113,700, you continue to pay
only the Medicare portion of the Social Security tax,
which is 2.9%. Starting this year, the Medicare tax rate
for net earnings in excess of $200,000 ($250,000 for
joint filers) is increased to 3.8%.

2. You need to have worked and paid Social Security
taxes for a certain length of time to get Social Security
benefits (no more than 10 years of work, which is
equivalent to 40 credits). In 2013, if your net earnings
are $4,640 or more, you earn the yearly maximum of
four credits. If your net earnings are less than $4,640,
you could still earn credit (depending on how you
report your earnings).

3. Certain income does not count for Social Security
and should not be included in figuring your net
earnings. These include dividends from shares of
stocks and interest on bonds, interest from loans,
rentals from real estate, and income received from
limited partnerships.

Tax law is ever-changing and can be quite complex. It
is highly recommended that you consult with a
financial or tax professional with any tax-related
questions or concerns.
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E.A. Horwitz LLC as well as Morningstar.  While the information contained in this newsletter relies on sources believed to be reliable, accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  Unless otherwise noted, all
information and opinions are as of the date of transmittal, and are subject to change without notice.  This newsletter is intended for general informational purposes only and it does not discuss all
aspects that may apply to your situation.  Please consult with a qualified professional.  E.A Horwitz LLC is a registered investment advisor with the appropriate regulatory authorities.  For additional
details on the services that E.A Horwitz LLC offers, we encourage you to also review Parts 2A and 2B of our Form ADV, which is provided on request.  For details on the selection criteria used to
determine the recipients of the FIVE STAR Wealth Manager award, please visit our web site (www.Horwitzco.com).


